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   Spacious and well- maintained comfort floor with a view of
greenery and balcony in a quiet but central location  

  Ügynök információ
Név: ArKadia
Cégnév:
Ország: United Kingdom
Telefon:
Languages: Dutch, English, French,

German, Italian, Polish,
Portuguese, Romanian,
Russian, Spanish,
Swedish

Hirdetés részletei
Ingatlan: Kiadó
Ár: EUR 1,700

  Elhelyezkedés
Ország: Germany
Állam/Régió/Tartomány: Saarland
Város: Saarbrücken
Irányítószám: 66119
Feladta: 2024. 03. 27.
Leírás:
Welcome to your new home! This spacious apartment impresses with its well-thought- out layout and
offers you a maximum of comfort and flexibility. The spacious dining and living room invites you to
relax, enjoy, and work, according to your individual needs and preferences. Here you will find plenty of
space to organize your daily life and feel completely at ease. The modern kitchen is fully equipped with
high- quality appliances and extensive tableware. It provides you with everything you need to prepare
delicious meals and enjoy cozy cooking evenings. The stylish bathroom features a shower and a relaxing
bathtub, perfect for unwinding after a long day. An extensive towel set is ready for you to make your
daily life easier. The bedroom is furnished with a luxurious king- size bed and a spacious wardrobe,
providing ample space for your wardrobe. Here you can retreat and relax in peace. The study offers
additional space for flexibility and can alternatively be used as a children's room. Two comfortable
daybeds including equipment are available for your guests or little ones. The apartment is fully furnished
and features an elegant parquet floor that gives the ambiance a warm and inviting atmosphere. The
kitchen is equipped with a full range of appliances including a washing machine and dishwasher to make
your daily life easier. A weekly cleaning service is available upon request to provide you with additional
comfort and relief.

  Gyakori
Kész négyzetméter: 103 nm

  Room details
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Total rooms: 3

  Lease terms
Date Available:

  További információ
Weboldal URL: http://www.arkadia.com/LMDW-T27626/?utm_ca

mpaign=multicast&utm_medium=web&utm_sourc
e=IMLIX.COM

  Contact information
IMLIX ID: yki7kgq7nyatjj4pg0wca
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